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Legibility is a core concept in spatial cognition theories since Kevin Lynch
published The Image of the City in 1960. It is the ability of a city to be interpreted
and easily used, travelled and enjoyed, from the pedestrian's perspective.
Following a proposal in the participatory budget process of the city of Bilbao, we
wrote a technical report to improve the urban legibility of the city and facilitate
wayfinding through innovations in signage. This paper aims to present this
project, which is an application of computational methods to measure urban
legibility that resulted in a proposal for a new wayfinding strategy for Bilbao.
The method is based on GIS data, and it simulates urban processes using
dedicated algorithms, allowing us to perform two analyses that resulted in two
overlapping maps: a heat map of decision points and a map of visual openings. It
allowed us to perceive common urban elements that can help to decide both the
location of the wayfinding signage and how it should provide the relevant
information. In addition, the research introduces the concept of anticipation
points, as a complement to the existing idea of decision points.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2018 the city of Bilbao commissioned us to
work on a project we later called Legible Bilbao
(“Bilbo Irakurri” in Basque, “Bilbao Legible” in Span-
ish) (Markusiewicz and Gortazar-Balerdi, 2018). The
commission was a result of the participatory bud-
get process of the city. A local association had
raised concerns about the difficulties that some so-
cial groups -newcomers, children, occasional visitors,
etc.- have when orienting themselves in the city, and
the project was commissioned to address this issue.

The objective was to improve the urban legibility of
the city and facilitate pedestrian orientation through
innovations in signage. In this project, we under-
stood legibility as the ability of a city to be inter-
preted and easily used, traveled and enjoyed, from
the pedestrian’s perspective.

Legibility is a core concept in spatial cognition
theories since Kevin Lynch published The Image of
the City in 1960. According to Lynch, a legible en-
vironment is a place that can be organized in a co-
herent and recognizable pattern. In other words: the
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legibility of a space ismeasuredby its ability to forma
mental image (Lynch 1960). The concept is also used
to describe the degree to which the urban environ-
ment is shaped to facilitatewayfinding (Davies 2007).
Herzog and Leverich, years afterwards, describe leg-
ibility as the characteristics of the space that pro-
vide anunderstanding throughhelping create cogni-
tivemaps andwayfinding (after Koseoglu and Erinsel
2011).

Lynch distinguished five core elements of legibil-
ity analyses: paths, edges, nodes, districts and land-
marks. Although perception seems, at first, difficult
to approach by computational techniques, several
researchers tried this strategy to contribute to the in-
clusion the concept of The Image of the City in the
field of Geographic Information Systems. Andreani
and Sayegh (2017) wrote about an applied research
method to analyse, quantify and visualize the indi-
vidual experienceof thebuilt environment in relation
to different urban qualities. Filomena, Verstegen and
Manley (2019) presented a method to detect paths,
edges, nodes, districts and landmarks, arguing that
none of the usual approaches (the Space Syntax ap-
proach, the Information approach and theAutomatic
Landmark Extraction approach) has offered tools to
quantitatively derive the five elements of The Image
of the City.

The aim of this paper is to present an application
of computational methods in measuring urban leg-
ibility. It is an analysis of the urban legibility of the
city of Bilbao that resulted in a proposal for a new
wayfinding strategy. In the paper, we will first de-
scribe the city based on the legibility of space, focus-
ing on the importance of two main concepts: deci-
sion points and wayfinding. We will then explain the
computational methods developed by the authors
for this the study anddescribe both their foundations
and their outputs. Finally, wewill explain the findings
of this research and the way they helped us propos-
ing a new wayfinding system for Bilbao.

THE CASE OF BILBAO
Bilbao is a city that walks: 65% of internal trips are
done on foot (OTEUS 2017). The main factors of this
reality are the density -the result of a complicated
orography-, a mix-use city and tangible urban plan-
ning measures.

However, the are obstacles. On the one hand:
the lack of familiarity with a specific urban environ-
ment and, consequently, the lack of knowledge of
the itinerary to follow. Helping pedestrians identify
the different urban morphologies that compose the
city -both in their usual imaginary and in the exact
moment they need it- is key to guaranteeing proper
orientation at different scales (metropolis, city, dis-
trict, neighbourhood).

On the other hand, the metropolitan scale poses
new challenges to the legible city. The new urban
units -metropolitan, functional and territorial- do not
always include correlative images that allow the ob-
server to identify its parts and to structure the whole.
This situation is visible above all in the most contem-
porary formsof territorial settlements andon themu-
nicipal fringes.

Administrative boundaries -between municipal-
ities, districts, or neighbourhoods- rarely coincide
with individual citizens’ perceptions. In fact, each im-
age is unique and is the result of our own experience,
and that is why these mental representations usually
differ from person to person. However, citizens share
a big part of the content of these representations,
and this creates a collective image of a city, which is
formed by shared urban elements.

Districts in Bilbao are a good example of this.
Some districts have clear and socially accepted lim-
its (Deusto), but others have diffused and socially
confused limits (Rekalde). Some have a homoge-
neous and coherent urban morphology (Abando),
some others are districts as well as neighbourhoods
(Begoña, Uribarri) and there are, as well, districts
that gather contradictory morphologies and images
(Ibaiondo). The map of the city’s buildings based
on their construction year, based on the information
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provided by the Land Registry, allows us to under-
stand this reality immediately (Figure 1).

We understandmorphology as the form that the
city takes in a specific area. It gives a neighbourhood
a recognizable common character, turning it into a
distinctive spatial section. Therefore, changes in ur-
ban morphology -whether or not they coincide with
administrative limits- usually imply changes in per-
ceived identity and the name. As a result, they also
imply different needs when it comes to navigating
through them.

In the case of Bilbao, we distinguished eight dif-
ferent morphologies, each one shaping distinctive
urbanareasof variabledimensions, fromsmall neigh-
bourhoods to entire districts:

• Old town: It is the original organic structure of
the city, with narrow streets and buildings be-

tween party walls. It has a strong symbolic load,
and it is full of landmarks and nodes (corners,
nooks, crossings, etc.) that helps its memorabil-
ity and readability. However, its organic struc-
ture makes orientation difficult.

• Ensanche (extension): It corresponds to the plan
by Achúcarro, Alzola and Hoffmeyer of 1876
and the following expansion by Ugalde. It has
wider streets and a generally orthogonal tissue;
the monotony of the fabric is balanced by clear
paths and by nodes and landmarks from differ-
ent periods and styles. This helps in creating ref-
erential sequences that make orientation easier.

• Peripheral parcelling: In the absence ofmore or-
dered plans, the city grew following the histor-
ical paths that reached it and based on the ex-
isting land subdivision. They are working-class

Figure 1
Bilbao buildings
based on their
construction year
–or their most
recent major
restoration –, with
district limits. The
year is visualized by
a gradient of colors
going from red to
blue, where red
stands for 1900 (or
previous), orange
for 1930, yellow for
1960, light blue for
1990 and darkest
blue 2020.
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neighbourhoods with zigzagging paths, gener-
ally in slope and with different building typolo-
gies. Its multiple barriers hinder good orienta-
tion.

• Lowdensity: AlthoughBilbao is characterizedby
its high density, several areas of the city have
developed, for various reasons, following lower
densitymodels. They are small neighbourhoods
lacking landmarks, nodes and clear paths.

• Residential estates: These big residential devel-
opments were built during the 50s, 60s and 70s
of the 20th century to accommodate immigra-
tion. Navigating through them is not easy: the
linear blocks and towers do not act as land-
marks, and they are usually not aligned with
the streets. As a result, streets stop working as
the supporting paths the collective image of the
city.

• New extensions: The scheme of the first En-
sanches was repeated later, both in the middle
and at the end of the 20th century. However, the
buildings were then large homogeneous blocks
of little variety of times and styles, which create
paths and neighbourhoods that are sometimes
perceived as urban barriers.

• Rural area: Bilbao still conserves some rural ar-
eas: meadows, forests and isolated buildings.
They are usually high places with views, where
the territorial and landscape landmarks help the
citizens to orient themselves. Decision points
will be important due to the winding paths with
few crossings.

• Large Infrastructure: Due to its size and eco-
nomic importance, Bilbao hosts infrastructures
of metropolitan and national scale. As these ar-
eas are designed to receive big crowds, their sur-
rounding public space often seems dispropor-
tionate. They are understoodmore as voids than
as neighbourhoods. They are usually uncom-
fortable for thepedestriandue to their large size,
long walking distances, and because they are
perceived as barriers that do not allow the navi-
gator to guess what is behind.

Aswe have already explained, changes in urbanmor-
phology usually imply changes in perceived identity,
in name and in the way we navigate through them.
The interstitial areasbetweendifferentmorphologies
are also hot spots where it is harder to decide on the
path to take. At this point, it is worth developing two
key concepts: wayfinding and decision points.

WAYFINDING ANDDECISION POINTS
Wayfinding is commonly understood as the use of
spatial and environmental cues to move from one
place to another, as well as the set of tools de-
signed to help decision making before and during
the journey (Davies 2007). In order to have success-
ful wayfinding systems, decision points are essen-
tial. A decision point is where a person must choose
among more than one direction, so the typologi-
cal connections in these points are critical (Young
1991). In these decisionpoints, wayfinding should be
designed following three criteria (Foltz 1998). First,
the navigatorsmust successfully locate themselves in
the space; second, they need to be able to find the
route to the destination successfully; and, third, they
should accumulate a memorable wayfinding experi-
ence during the journey.

In Bilbao, finding the correct decision points was
the first step towards a proper design of the wayfind-
ing system. Only afterwards, design decisions were
taken. We performed both steps through a compu-
tational model -based on GIS data- that simulates ur-
ban processes using dedicated algorithms. We built
the model in the 3d modelling software Rhinoceros
and designed the algorithms using its visual pro-
gramming interface Grasshopper, where we used
both built-in tools provided by Grasshopper and a
few custom scripts developed by ourselves. This
model allowed us to perform two analyses that re-
sulted in two overlapping maps that we will explain
in detail.
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MAP1: HEATMAPOF DECISION POINTS
The first investigation responds to an essential ques-
tion: which are themain decision points in the city of
Bilbao? In order to approach this issue, one can eas-
ily imagine three crucial decision-making moments:
the origin, the route and the destination -the desti-
nation is also an important decision point because it
will work as the origin-point of the return journey-.

We created an origin-destination (OD) matrix by
geopositioning the possible origin, destination and
intermediate points based on the following data pro-
vided by Basque administration:

• Number of dwelling per each census unit.
• Number of jobs per each postal unit.
• Main interest points such as cultural centres,

administration offices, museums, sport centres,
hospitals and health clinics, etc.

The informationon thenumber of dwellings per each
census unit is offered by Eustat, the Basque Statis-
tics Office. The number of jobs per each postal unit
is available under request from the local Chamber
of Commerce. We located the main interest points
thanks to the FTP Download Service GeoEuskadi, de-
veloped by the Basque Government.

The final OD matrix is a regular matrix of equally
distributed points, where each point isweighted pro-
portionally to the number of inhabitants, workers
and visitors. For each pair of points, we simulated the
routes, by foot and public transport, using the API of
an online route-calculation service (Figure 2). When
analysing the route in public transport, we only ex-
tracted the parts of the routes in which a user can
make wayfinding decisions: getting to the bus stops,
crossing transfer areas and heading to the destina-
tion after getting off.

The result (Figure 3) is a heat map that indicates
the busiest paths and nodes: those with the great-
est people influx. The nodes include the public trans-
port stops and stations, which are essential decision
points because they connectmore than one network
(pedestrian network and transit network). In addi-
tion, in some cases, one exits the public transport

station after travelling several minutes underground
without any visual reference to anticipate decision-
making.

Figure 2
Simulation for a pair
of points: weighted
origin and
destinations,
pedestrian
connection and
public transport
connection.

In Bilbao, we concluded that themost critical de-
cisionpoints are the central stations of themetro line,
which work as nodes. Other crossings -some of them
historical, some others not somuch- are important as
well, and so are most of the bridges in the center of
the city. We also distinguished principal axes, mainly
inside the historical extension or Ensanche but also
in the perimeter of its perceived area. The model
also suggests the significance of the central paths of
the peripheral parcelling neighbourhoods. However,
these central axes are not as pronounced in more re-
cent neighbourhoods such as the residential estates
and the new extensions, due to the abundant pub-
lic space and the smaller commercial activity. Finally,
theurban voids canbe spotted,where thepedestrian
flow decreases due to either the lack of attractive el-
ements and the rare direct roads and large barriers.
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Figure 3
Heat map of
pedestrian decision
points in Bilbao.

MAP 2: MAP OF VISUAL OPENINGS
In Bilbao, due to its complicated orography, spaces
with visual openings sometimes emerge, and the
main landmarks of the city can be glimpsed from
these points. Our hypothesis was that many of these
visual openingswould be of great helpwhenmaking
decisions during the journey. We decided that the
second analysis would be related to the method of
isovist, i.e. the area in a spatial environment directly
visible from a point (Benedikt 1979).

For this isovistic analysis, we used a 3D topo-
graphic model of Bilbao, obtained from GeoEuskadi.
From the same source,we could collect theperimeter
and the relative height of the buildings, so we added
the 3D volumes of the buildings afterwards. The next
step was to create a network of points evenly dis-

tributed in the network of public spaces in the city.
From each of these points, we traced rays (Al-Sayed
2014) in all directions -every onedegree covering360
degrees horizontally (Figure 4) and 30 degrees verti-
cally (Figure 5)-, and we calculated how far each ray
intersected with any urban element. We took three
scenarios into consideration:

• The ray intersects with something at a distance
smaller than 400 meters.

• The ray does not intersect with anything.
• The ray intersects with something at a distance

equal or larger than 400 meters.

We considered that only the last type could be a po-
tential opening view if it formed part of a range of
rays creating an angle of at least 5 degrees. Once we
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filtered the results, what we achieved was a map of
the visual openings of Bilbao (Figure 6): a network of
panoramic nodes fromwhich distant urban elements
of the city can be seen. We consider these panoramic
nodes important for two reasons. First, because the
territorial and landscape references help us to orient
ourselves in the journey. Second, because they also
help us to anticipate decision making before reach-
ing a specific decision point.

Figure 4
Example of the
isovist exercise in
plan.

Figure 5
Example of the
isovist exercise in
section.

The exercise also works in reverse. A ray can be fil-
tered according to the distance in which it intersects
with an urban element, but a building can also be vi-
sualised according to the number of rays that inter-
sect with it, as shown in Figure 6.

That is why the plan of visual openings also in-
cludes the main landmarks of the city. Landmarks
are defined as physical elements that are unique and
special (Lynch 1960), but in this case, we focused on
the buildings that, because they repeatedly appear
in the panoramas, are memorable and help in orien-
tation. Using Sorrows and Hirtle’s words (1999), we
focused on visual and structural landmarks, putting
cognitive landmarks aside. Skyscrapers, churches, big
buildings and large developments are among the
most prominent visual and structural landmarks.

We can draw two conclusions frommap number
2. On the one hand, the importance of what we have
decided to call “anticipation points”. Anticipation
points are not exactly decision points, but they help
the navigator’s orientation by providing wayfinding
experiences in space -which is one of the three cri-
teria of wayfinding design (Foltz 1998)-. The points
where visual openings emerge are considered impor-
tant anticipation points for wayfinding.

On the other hand, the relevance of identifying
the most important landmarks for the observer and
the way of including them in the wayfinding ele-
ments. Ideally, these landmarks should be shown in
the way the navigator perceives them in space: in
three dimensions. In fact, this strategy is common
practice in several wayfinding systems: some people
find it difficult to understand maps, and 3D building
drawings both provide a literal representation of key
landmarks and make the reading of maps more intu-
itive (Davies 2007).

CONCLUSION ANDDISCUSSION
In addition, the overlapping of the results of these
two investigations allowed us to perceive common
urban elements that can help in deciding the loca-
tion of the wayfinding signage (Figure 7), as well as
how this signage should provide the relevant infor-
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Figure 6
Map of visual
openings of Bilbao

Figure 7
Location of the
wayfinding signage
according to
findings in Map 1
and Map 2
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Figure 8
Visualization of the
wayfinding signage
according to
findings in Map 1
and Map 2.

mation (Figure 8). Each investigation (map 1 and
map 2) has its own conclusion, but the overlapping
of bothmaps gave us additional information. We dis-
tinguished some highly travelled panoramic nodes,
that is, they are both decision points and anticipation
points. We found threemain points of this kind in Bil-
bao: abridge, a central hilly park andanelevator/stair
that links two densely populated neighbourhoods.

The proposal for the final location of the sig-
nagewas donemanually: we interpretedboth result-
ingmaps and pointed out themost important paths,
edges, nodes, districts and landmarks. A hierarchy
was established so that each location, depending on
their importance, would host a different signage el-
ement from bigger or smaller totems to directional
signs and reinforced public transport stop informa-
tion. However, it is the intention of the authors to fol-
low this line of research to be able to propose a com-
putational approach that will cover the whole pro-
cess for similar projects.

The signage proposal is not yet implemented
physically, so it is too soon to state if this method
addresses properly the specific challenges that the
project initially tackled: the lackof familiaritywith the
environment, the lack of cohesive imaging to struc-
ture the perception of the whole, and the lack of cor-
relation between administrative boundaries and cit-
izen’s urban perception. However, the pilot project

was designed with these issues in mind. On one
hand, heads-up maps offer a remarkably simple way
of bridging the gap between the view ahead and its
cartographic representation (Davies 2007), helping
the pedestrian understand unfamiliar environments.
On the other hand, the project proposed to place the
first signage in Abando andOtxarkoaga, two very dif-
ferent neighbourhoods: a historical extension of the
end of the XIXth century and a residential estate of
the 60s. Finally, although the project was commis-
sionedby the city of Bilbao, it was strongly suggested
to expand the same signage system to the whole
metropolitan area to blur administrative borders and
to help the observer understand it as a whole.
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